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                      Development on heritage policies There was renewed attention on heritage policies at EU level in 2014, with a Commission Communication, two Council Conclusions and the inclusion of heritage among the 4 priorities of the Workplan for Culture 2015-2018. These documents highlighted the important contribution of heritage to the European Union’s objective of smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. In the Communication adopted in July 2014 "Towards an integrated approach to cultural heritage for Europe", we described the challenges facing the heritage sector, and highlighted the opportunities for Member States and stakeholders to work more closely across borders, making the most of EU policies and programmes. In the heritage sector Museums play often the role of the "avantgarde" in experimenting the most advanced and innovative institutions to meet the new challenges: they are evolving, including by digitising collections, connecting them in open networks and making them more widely available to citizens and increasingly community-oriented. But too often public resources are insufficient to meet these new challenges and it is now clear that public private partnerships are key in finding solutions. On line accessibility and audience development The experience of Google Art Project might be beneficial for European Museum's audience development and participation strategies. Web technology, in fact, can be used not only to offer content to the audience, but for both quantitative and qualitative evaluation of audience's needs and interests. Websites, in fact, offer the opportunity for audiences to comment on and share digital content, and also generate their own content in response. This represents a shift towards the idea of more participatory museums and the growing importance of involving both physical and virtual communities in the creation and interpretation of exhibitions and museum event. Moreover, on-line accessibility is fundamental to keep alive the relation between the Museum and its audiences before and after the visit. Work Plan for Culture 2015-2018 The current Work Plan for Culture 2015-2018 was adopted on 25/11/2014 and it has 4 key priorities: ƒ   Accessible and inclusive culture; ƒ   Cultural heritage; ƒ   Cultural and creative sectors: creative economy and innovation; ƒ   Promotion of cultural diversity, culture in the EU external relations and mobility. Within those priorities, this year has been set up one Open Method of Coordination (OMC) Working Group of Member States Experts on "Promoting access to culture via digital means: policies and strategies for audience development".
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                      Digital Single Market Rapid technology changes and growth of the digital economy present great opportunities but raise also challenges for policies and instruments in support of cultural diversity. The emergence of new business models capitalising on the potential of the internet to deliver content represents a challenge and an opportunity for the creative industries, authors and artists as well as for the other actors in the digital economy. An essential issue is to strike the balance right between wider access and preservation of the cycle of creation and investment in the digital market. In this context, it is important to maintain a comprehensive view of all issues relating to cultural content and ensure that safeguarding culture, creativity and cultural diversity in the digital era is a dimension that is fully integrated into the development of core EU policies. A key task during the mandate of the present Commission is to achieve a connected Digital Single Market (DSM) that will not only help Europe generate growth and jobs but also strengthen its economy, both for citizens and for businesses. The Commission is currently working on a single coherent cluster of initiatives, with the aim to avoid overlapping actions and make it a project easy to understand and to enforce by citizens, business and Member States. CONFIDENTIAL: The issue of online platforms is set to be an important topic in the context of the Digital Single Market Strategy and in the area of competition policy more in particular, where, beyond specific cases, Commissioner Vestager intends to initiate a large scale inquiry into the e-commerce sector (the inquiry would target inter-alia operators managing online platforms such as market places or price comparison websites in all Member States). Copyright Among the Digital Single Market work-streams that are particularly relevant, there is the one on removing restrictions which includes the copyright reform. The Commission is working on the challenge of reviewing the EU regulatory framework: how to modernise, where necessary, copyright law while preserving the value of cultural and media works in Europe. The achievement of a better access/transfer of content through the removal of unjustified restrictions (which generate the so-called geo-blocking) and a better harmonisation of the rules will facilitate a better access to and circulation of cultural works and should therefore be beneficial to Europe's cultural diversity. At the same time, the reform will need to be calibrated to ensure that the regulatory framework continues to reward creation, and provides a fair distribution of revenue between the components of the value chains of the digital economy. The Commission has undertaken several work strands on copyright in the last few years. It has notably: •   Proposed two new directives: a Directive on Orphan Works and a Directive on Collective Rights Management, both adopted by the European Parliament and Council. This brought the EU copyright acquis to 10 Directives, of which the Directive on Copyright in the Information Society ('InfoSoc Directive') of 2001 is the centrepiece.
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                      •   Paved the ground for a more general reform of the EU copyright acquis (copyright review) through stakeholder and public engagement and a thorough economic and legal assessment. This notably involved a stakeholder dialogue on licencing ("Licences for Europe") and a very broad public consultation. •   "Licences for Europe" was a joint initiative of Vice-President Kroes and Commissioners Vassiliou and Barnier. It produced 10 industry pledges and commitments to foster access to protected works and other matters at the end of 2013. In fact this stakeholder dialogue revealed that new services and licensing solutions are being rolled out at an ever-increasing pace to bring more online protected works and other material to European consumers and users. Among the 10 pledges, there was notably an agreement on principles and procedures to bring more heritage films online. •   The public consultation on copyright review ran until early March. The Commission received around 10.000 replies. The initial planning of adopting a White Paper under the Barroso Commission was set aside because the political decision on the file will have to be made by the Juncker College. President Jean-Claude Juncker referred to the modernisation of copyright rules in his political guidelines as part of his efforts to create a digital single market in the EU. The Commissioner for the digital economy and society, G. Öttinger has received the task to modernise copyright rules during the first part of the Commission mandate, in the light of the digital revolution, new consumer behaviour and Europe’s cultural diversity. Proposed changes are expected in particular to address issues of territoriality (i.e. the problems with cross-border availability of, and access to, works in the Digital Single Market) and the interplay between copyright protection and other "knowledge-related" public policy objectives (such as education, research, preservation and access to cultural heritage). In practical terms, this means enhancing the harmonization of key exceptions in the "InfoSoc" Directive and giving them cross-border effect so as to ensure legal certainty for users. The package could also include further measures to address relevant issues concerning the functioning of the market place in relation to copyright-relevant activities: i.e. actions to ensure effective enforcement but also a level playing field so that online platforms that compete with licensed content providers abide by the same rules and remunerate right holders when distributing their content. A decision on these additional measures has however not been taken yet. Legislative intervention could also be accompanied by focused non-legislative initiatives (such as encouraging dialogue between stakeholders, market-based solutions or clarifying what the existing rules can already allow to do). Ensuring the sustainability of the cultural sector's business models and the adequate remuneration of creators is a fundamental concern in the debate on the copyright review. Stakeholders involved in creation and in the investment in creation, have expressed a position which views the current rules as by and large appropriate in the digital environment and the concern that a revision of these rules may have disruptive effects on the economy of creation and as a result on cultural diversity.
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                      Unsurprisingly the responses in the recent public consultation reflect by and large the dialectic between users and institutional users (libraries, cultural heritage institutions, etc.) calling for a reform of EU copyright rules to facilitate access to cultural works and other protected matters and right holders (authors, publishers, etc.) considering that the current rules remain by and large appropriate in the digital environment. Regarding more in particular preservation and access to cultural heritage, digital technology presents both opportunities and challenges. Digital technology offers for instance the possibility of creating digital versions of analogue works or making digitised out-of-commerce works available online, including across borders, reaching broader audiences and giving works a new life. The preservation mission of cultural heritage institutions requires making copies (reproductions) of works and other material covered by copyright. Cultural heritage institutions benefit from a broadly-worded exception to copyright at EU level "for specific acts of reproduction", including for preservation purposes. However, national implementations of this optional EU exception vary widely, are often narrow and/or unclear in scope, as regards the specific purposes and uses allowed (e.g. for the possibility of doing format-shifting or digital copying), the types of beneficiary institutions, the types of works covered or the number of copies allowed. Where the exception is not applicable, transaction costs to obtain a license can be disproportionate (given that the mere reproduction and archiving of works is likely to be of no or very limited commercial interest for right-holders and, in some cases, the age of works). In some instances, there are collective licensing agreements allowing for the digitisation and making available of works to the public through electronic networks such as internet portals, but they are not specifically targeted to preservation and are not necessarily adapted to smaller scale preservation activities. Furthermore, cultural heritage institutions face difficulties in the clearance of rights vested in heritage works they hold when they seek to engage in large-scale digitisation projects to give access to their collections or large parts of them, through the open internet. These projects are particularly relevant in the case of works that are out of commerce and therefore not otherwise accessible to the public. For the print sector, a MoU was agreed (under the auspices of the Commission) in 2011 between right-holders and libraries to facilitate the clearance of rights, through collective management. However, this type of collective contractual solutions only apply to a sector and where they exist, they only cover a national territory without cross-border effect. The "Orphan Works" Directive adopted in 2012 sets out common rules on the digitisation and online display of so-called orphan works. Orphan works are works like books, newspaper and magazine articles and films that are still protected by copyright but whose authors or other right holders are not known or cannot be located or contacted to obtain copyright permissions. Orphan works are part of the collections held by European cultural institutions that might remain untouched without common rules to make their digitisation and online display legally possible. The "Orphan Works" Directive however is not suitable to support large digitisation projects of out-of-commerce works contained in the cultural institutions' collections. This is due to the requirement to conduct a diligent search of the relevant right-holder for each individual work or material in order to determine its orphan status.
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                      Options for further harmonisation of copyright rules to enhance access to heritage (through both facilitating preservation of works and online availability, including across borders, of the collections of out-of-commerce works in cultural heritage institutions) are currently being assessed. Names of all contributors: Electronically signed on 17/07/2019 16:55 (UTC+02) in accordance with article 4.2 (Validity of electronic documents) of Commission Decision 2004/563
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